Introduction
The volume of stream data delivered from information sources has been increasing. A demand for efficient processing of stream data has become more and more important. Stream processing systems [1] can continuously process stream data according to user's requests. A request is usually specified as a continuous query written in SQL-like language.
In conventional frameworks, the user must specify information sources in advance, and the user cannot change information sources during query processing. However, there are many cases in which target information sources the user is most interested in change over time. We therefore need an additional framework to deal with changes of the target information sources for the same query.
We propose dynamic source selection for this purpose. Our contributions are as follows: (1) Proposal of ASSIGN operator to switch information sources dynamically, (2) Development of a connection management scheme to reduce connections to unnecessary information sources, (3) Implementation of the proposed framework on our stream processing system, and (4) Experiment to measure performance in stream environments.
Dynamic Source Selection
We consider an application to track video data of moving objects as a sample case in which target information sources change over time. We assume many network cameras, a database that contains information on locations of the cameras, and location sensors attached to moving objects.
The query processing in our proposed framework is illustrated in Fig.1 . When the system receives the current location of the target object "A", it finds IDs of cameras near the target "A". In this example, the system is receiving a tuple with the camera ID "Camera1". The connection management unit makes a connection to "Camera1" to obtain its video data. The ASSIGN operator then selects "Camera1" and gets the video data from "Video" in information sources 
Experiment
We prepared ten cameras and location data of a thousand people in the virtual environment. We compare system loads of the proposed method and a naive method. The naive method here means that the system makes connections to all running network cameras. The result is Fig.2 . We can see our proposed method contributes to reduce system resource consumptions.
